


FIGHTERS xXx

"Fighters xXx" is a multiplayer game consisting of three flying planes which can crash anytime. This 

new aviation game is taking multiplier games to a whole new level. Our planes are breaking the rules of 

casual multiplier increase games to a whole new level by providing vitalized increase. This new 

innovation game is popular in crypto casino's where most of player's are looking for simple and hot-

tempered gambling experience.  Players are watching plains flight and they can choose to cash-out 

early before first plain crashes or wait till last plain crashes and get a higher return. 
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To play the game players must place a bet before odd 

starts increasing and till all planes are crashed player 

can make cashout and get his winning. This game is 

distinguished by the fact that the player loses only when 

three planes explode.



l Multibeting up to bet 3 timeV

l possibility to turn off 

animationV

l catapult functio_

l provably fairness calculator[

l Demo modj

l background music switcheP

l game result checking[

l web and mobile versionV

l all existing currencies and 18 

languages applicable




Key features

RTP (Return to Player) - 96%
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"Fighters xXx" has also responsive design for following supported channels:






Web Mobile Tablet
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1. Game type  



Players can select one of 

the offered game types to 

play. Each game type 

includes the following 

information: 





•	Game Duration 


•	Maximum Win 


•	Minimum Bet 


•	Maximum Bet










2. Demo 



The game have a demo 

version. 


From the lobby players 

can enter the game and 

play for free. (With Fun 

Currency). Players can 

play real by pressing the 

"play for real" button

3. Live Bets 



Here will be shown all the 

live bets on all types of 

games and the top 

winners of all time (The 

best winners are the ones 

who won the most 

money)

Game Lobby



Before the round starts, players are placing bets and after start three plains have the 

same increasing coefficient. The round ends when all planes are crashed.�

� During round odd is increasing but whenever one (or two) of the planes crashes 

the odd is decreasing by certain percentage�

� If player does not cash out before all planes are crash, he loses�

� To win the game, the user needs to press cash out button before the last plane 

crashes.


Game Logic
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•	There is a field for the bet amount in the game, next to which there are "       " and "       " 

buttons, which increases and decreases bet amount, also catapult betting mode, auto 

bet and auto cash Out.


  


•	There are quick bet buttons in the game.



1.  "          " - This button makes the bet amount is minimal. 





2. "          " - This button, the bet amount is multiplied by 2. 



3. "          " - This button, the bet is divided by 2. 










Betting Part
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If the player activate "Catapult" betting mode and places bet, then the calculation is done 

as follows:


•	If the player does not cash out from the game when the planes explode, we will give him 

cash back of his bet amount 50 %.


•	If the player makes cash out, we charge 49 % of his win amount.





"Catapult" betting mode description information players can find in game. The mode can 

be disabled before round starts. 






Catapult  
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Auto Bet - By activating this betting mode, the user should enter bet amount. Once 

enabled, it will automatically place bets on each round before disabling it. 


•	Users can activate Auto bet and Auto cash out at the same time. 


If the player has activated the auto-bet mode, he can not change the remaining settings. 



Auto Cash Out - By enabling this mode, the player enters the coefficient. Player will win if 

the entered coefficient is less than or equal to the game's result.





In one round player can make up to three bets by choosing from the top section how 

many bets he wants to make. By making the first bet, the program automatically takes 

you to the next bet section.
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Marketing assets for Fighters xXx can be downloaded                                                                               

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xtQPTwWjdY2IabNqOrlT0mfFOqJjz4bb
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